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1. Title of project

SPRC+ Working Retreat

2. Name of person submitting request

John Bowen

3. JEA affiliation

Board of directors

4. E-mail address of person submitting request

jabowen@kent.edu

5. Phone number of person submitting request

330.676.9154/216.548.9464

6. Please provide a brief description of the project.

Selected members of the Scholastic Press Rights Commission will meet over three days to look at it goals for the future and
spend most of the time completing three major projects based on press rights issues journalism teachers in general and JEA
members specifically have sought. By the end of the retreat, we will look at our goals for the next three years, based on
evaluations done individually ahead of time and brought to the retreat.

7. Identify the specific goal(s)/outcomes of the project and explain how you will measure the success of the goal/outcome
in the short term and in the long term.

Members of the commission will work in teams on these three topics for approximately two days after completing pre-meeting
projects before arrival: � Develop lessons and activities covering legal and ethical issues and tying them to 21st Century Core
Standards, certification tests and JEA/SPRC mission and goals; � Develop a toolkit, action plan template and how-to
packages that supporters of free student expression legislation can use in their regions/states that don�t have such laws in
place; � Develop a definite process for handling censorship notifications. This could be standardized and shared with JEA
members, state and regional directors and others. The format would provide for a procedure for those who intervene according
to JEA position passed several years ago Additional if time allows: � Create a model for what �boot camps� for incoming
staffs or programs without classes might teach about law and ethics, including lessons, activities and materials; � Create a
tootlkit of legal and ethical materials and resources for new journalism teachers and advisers; � Develop a model for a
community outreach and information program to explain the importance of scholastic journalism, especially focusing on legal
and ethical issues. Commissioners will also take a short amount of time up front, perhaps three hours, to formalize our vision
for our mission and goals concerning press rights and ethics for the next three years. We will revisit this before the end of the
two days to ensure we are on target. We will assess the success of the retreat through publication of our work and future use of
our materials by members and others. We will also use surveys to gather feedback, evaluating what this work session
accomplished and recalibrating our goals for future activities as they relate to our three-year mission. Results from these
assessments should help evaluate and focus JEA�s short and long term approach to the issues.

8. Identify and explain how these goals support/enhance the JEA mission and core values.

Our projects support JEA�s long-standing mission and position statements on press rights and moving them into alignment
with 21st century standards and practices. Our work will go a long way in protecting our members and journalism teaching in
general by providing materials and educational rationale to support JEA�s mission and core values of pedagogy, advocacy,
excellence, innovation and community. Specifically, each of our projects will enhance JEA�s missions and goals: �
Developing lessons and activities for legal and ethical issues and tying them to 21st Century Core Standards, ties to standards
we created at the last retreat and our desire to align JEA beliefs and materials to those standards. � Developing a toolkit and
action plan template and how-to packages that supporters of free student expression legislation can use meets a long-term
request from advisers nationally to provide a framework for supporting state legislation that will endorse student free
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expression. Such work enhances our mission and long time positions � Developing a definite process for handling
censorship notifications. Several years ago, JEA made this intervention a priority, but without a formal process or information
chain of support. Since then, JEA members have said they would like more in the way of precise guidance and process. This
could help provide that. Additional if time allows: � Create a model for what �boot camps� for incoming staffs or programs
without classes might teach about law and ethics. JEA really has no core set of materials directed toward those without a class
to teach needed legal and ethical basics � Create a tootlkit of legal and ethical materials and resources for new journalism
teachers and advisers. JEA really has no core set of materials directed toward new or inexperienced advisers or those without a
class to teach needed legal and ethical basics � Develop a model for a community outreach and information program to
explain the importance of scholastic journalism, especially legal and ethical issues. We talk a lot about outreach to groups to
anchor support for free expression in journalism education. It is possible we need to focus this on a new group: the parents
and voters. � Formulating a three-year mission and goals will provide perspective and priority for commission ongoing and
long-term activities and projects. We will also look at ways to obtain outside funding for such projects and evaluate effective
ways to reach and maintain our goals through individual, team or group efforts. We will also develop a way to measure
journalism teacher needs and wants concerning press rights and ethics.

9. Include a timeline of your proposal, including begin dates and end dates, whether this is a one-time or ongoing
project, and whether your dates are flexible or based on another event.

The retreat will begin March 1 and end March 4 and does not correspond with any other activity. We will use the first evening,
after all arrive, to discuss the process, develop guidelines and answer final questions. Friday and Saturday will be devoted to
completing and finalizing group project packages. Late Saturday and Sunday morning will be devoted to developing a three-
year mission and commission goals. The commission may well apply for other retreats depending on JEA�s needs and
developing methods by which the commission can achieve its ends.

10. Who are the principal individuals who will be involved in this proposal? Have they committed to the project yet?

Approximately 17 commissioners; We have commitments or indication of desire to participate from that number for the dates
selected. Each person who attends will also have to commit to completing work and resource development before the retreat.
Of those planning to attend, three are on site and at least three are expected to be able to drive. The three on site come at no
cost to the retreat.

11. Please outline the income, including the proposed funding from JEA, for this project.

 Amount Source (if not JEA)

Proposed JEA support Approximately $8.000  

Grants   

Individual contributions   

Fundraising events   

Earned income (funds derived from the
project itself)

  

Other support
In kind and misc. cost of $300-

$500
Center for Scholastic Journalism/Kent

State JMC

12. Please outline the expenses expected for this project. Please be as specific as possible.

 Amount Rationale

Travel $3,600 Travel to and from retreat

Equipment   

Supplies Less than $300 Materials as needed; funded by partners

Printing/copying Less than $300 during retreat As needed; funded by partners

Postage/delivery 0  

Stipends/wages 0  



Other $2,000 Housing

Other $2,000 Meals

13. Please include any additional information regarding the budget for this proposal that would be helpful to the
committee.

The commission has worked on three other projects this fall without asking for funds and outside the retreat approach to see
what kinds of projects can be completed by use of social media and other forms of communication. We feel these projects
listed here require face-to-face information-sharing and planning. Commissioners attending will be expected to have some
advance materials gathered and work done. Others will participate as they can via online conferencing. We feel the items we
selected for live conference work are important, big-ticket items requiring finalization and more intensive group participation.
We also feel these items need to be available to our membership and journalism teachers in general as soon as possible. Our
plan is to also involve two other commission chairs, Certification and Curriculum, because they are within driving distance.

14. Explain your ideas for reporting the results of your project back to the JEA membership.

Materials can be distributed through the JEA and SPRC websites and blogs, shared at conventions and regional workshops,
and distributed by the three commissions involved and the JEA Bookstore. Newer materials can be the focus of press releases
on the websites, to regional and state directors and to the media. It could also be shared through articles in JEA�s magazine.
We can also prepare articles and blog posts distributing the information using print, multimedia and social media.

2. Thank You!

Thank you for submitting a special projects funding request. We will contact you within two weeks on the status of your
application.


